To Know Me

In yearbook, just as in life, we get our sense of self-satisfaction and happiness from success in each of these areas: physical, power, philosophy, pursuit, place and playtime. Answer these six questions and use your answers as a way to share interesting details about yourself as a basis for staff bonding as you learn about one another.

- **Physical** || circle your favorite food
- **Power** || fill-in-the-blank
  - I respect ___________________________ because
  - he/she thinks:
  - he/she says:
  - he/she feels:
  - he/she does:
- **Philosophy** || list 5 words that describe your favorite teacher & share one story
  1. 
  2. 
  3. 
  4. 
  5.
- **Pursuit** || draw an illustration that represents what you want to be when you grow up...
- **Place** || draw a route to your favorite vacation spot
- **Playtime** || describe your favorite song/music

"To Know Me: People, Project, Time"